The existence of a polysemy effect in episodic memory is demonstrated through an analysis of data from the experiments of Lohnas et al. (2015) and Healey and Kahana (2016) . Three word-length related features are reported: (1) the average distance between the serial positions of consecutively recalled words is an increasing function of the second word's length; (2) the recall of words in the order in which they were presented is more likely to occur for shorter words; (3) longer words are easier to recall than shorter words from the same list. These phenomena are reproduced by modeling the fact that shorter words have a larger number of meanings (polysemy). This is shown to be at the root of our tendency to recall verbal sequences in forward order, and a conjecture is put forth regarding the general methods we employ to store information on the chronology of events.
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(2) The probability p(τ, λ) that, if a word of length λ is retrieved, it is retrieved with a lag τ depends strongly on λ only for τ = +1 ("sequential" recall);
(3) The average recall probability of words from a given list is an increasing function of their length (this fact was first reported by Katkov et al., 2014) .
Observations (1) and (2) entail that p(1, λ) is a decreasing function of λ, as previously reported in (Fumarola, 2016) .
Over the last two decades, experimental results have pushed psychological research toward the idea that word length may not affect free recall directly, but as a statistical indicator of other word properties (Neath et al., 2003; Campoy, 2008; Jalbert et al., 2011) .
Recent fMRI measurements (Musz and Thompson-Schill, 2015) have shown that the typical neural response to the presentation of a word exhibits a strong statistical dependence on the word's "polysemy" -the variability of the word's meaning with context. If the polysemy of a word affects importantly its perception at the neural level, one would suppose that it may also affect our ability to memorize it and recall it. In a suspicious coincidence, word length happens to be a strong statistical indicator of polysemy; more specifically, a word's length is known to correlate negatively with its number of meanings. This has been proven in a host of languages ranging from French to Maori (Zipf, 1949; Guiter, 1974; Sambor, 1984; Rother, 1994) .
The aim of this paper is to show that the phenomena listed above are interdependent components of a single "polysemy effect", born out of a mechanism through which the semantic variability of input enforces our chronological memory. In the next section, I will begin by defining a simple mathematical model of polysemy. I will then use it to simulate the various stages of a standard free-recall experiment. All the experimental observations I mentioned above will be reproduced and justified by the model. At last, some general conclusions will be drawn on the role of chronology in memory-storage processes. Lohnas et al. (2015) and Healey and Kahana (2016) . Word lengths used in the experiments ranged between 1 and 6 syllables, but only one six-syllable word was included. Upper-left panel: total recall probability as a function of word length; blue dots correspond to individual words, black lines are histograms, and averages over all words with the same length are shown in red; the correlation coefficient is 0.11 (p < 10 −4 ).
Upper-right panel: averaged absolute value of the serial-position lag, both for individual words (blue dots, with black lines as histograms) and averaged over all word with the same length (red curve); the correlation coefficient is 0.14 (p < 10 −5 ). Lower panel: average probability that a word, if recalled, is recalled with a certain lag, plotted as a function of the lag and color-coded for the number of syllables in the word. A striking monotonous behavior emerges for the sole lag τ = +1 ("sequential" transitions); data for individual words (not shown) yield a correlation coefficient −0.17 (p < 10 −5 ) between sequential-transition probability and word length.
II. A TOY MODEL OF POLYSEMY
A graph representation of neural attractors has recently allowed for a quantitative understanding of some key features of associative recall (Romani et al., 2013) , and would therefore be a natural approach to our problem. I will focus here on the general properties that the system of attractors must satisfy in order to reproduce the experimental results, postponing to future work the identification of networks with the attractor structure I will demonstrate. This task is facilitated by the knowledge garnered over the last two decades in the field of verbal recall. As was first proven through retrieved-context theories (Howard and Kahana, 2002) , the object of verbal retrieval in episodic memory is never the word itself, but rather the "context" corresponding to its presentation. The attractor graph, therefore, has to include both a set of verbal nodes (the various meanings of each word) and a set of nonverbal nodes that provide the contextual "bath" in which verbal meanings are immersed. We may call the latter a "contextual reservoir".
I will consider here the case where the reservoir is a circular graph, and each word is linked to two contextual states. A word can then only be monosemous or bisemous: a monosemous word has a single meaning linked to two "contexts" of the reservoir, while a bisemous word is linked to two contexts through two different meanings. These two types of word can be interpreted as corresponding to different word-lengths (or syllable counts) with the bisemous words being shorter.
(This is a simplified variant of the lattice model of (Fumarola, 2016) . Some of the results I will obtain replicate results from the lattice version.) Suppose the vocabulary contains N short words and N long words. Since each long word is represented by a single node and each short word by 2 nodes, there are 3N verbal nodes, connected to the reservoir through 4N links. If every site of the reservoir is connected to one verbal node, the full graph (including both the reservoir and the verbal nodes) contains 7N nodes. Observables must be predicted by averaging over all inequivalent graph configurations corresponding to the same value of N , of which there are to it. A memory trace is conserved in all nodes visited recently, where "recently" means within a time lapse longer than the duration of a typical free-recall experiment.
To simulate free-recall experiments, I submit word-lists that are permutations of the full vocabulary. By discounting permutations of words of the same type within the vocabulary, it is sufficient to check (2N )!/N ! 2 inequivalent lists. The initial location of the system is a random site in the circular reservoir; each time a new word is presented, the process randomwalks until it recognizes the word, and only then the next word is presented. Thus verbal memories are formed.
Experimentally, the memory test begins after a delay of several seconds from the end of the presentation stage. Accordingly, I reset the position of the system at random before 6 starting a new random walk whose purpose is to retrieve memories. This amounts to ignoring recency effects (Murdock, 1962) .
Memories are retrieved in the order in which they are encountered. When no new memory is encountered for a maximal time T , the retrieval process comes to an end. The maximal inter-response time T and the half-size N of the vocabulary are the only free parameters in the model.
III. COMPARISON WITH DATA
The upper left panel of Fig. 3 displays a typical example of the distribution of transition probabilities, computed numerically for N = 6 and T = 1000. Its most conspicuous feature is the emergence, for short words, of one of the universal features of free-recall data (Kahana, 2012) : the "sequential peak", i.e., a sharp peak in correspondence of the lag τ = +1. This is the same peak we noticed in the distribution in the lower panel of Fig. 1 .
I mentioned that only for τ = +1 the transition probability exhibits a strong dependence on length, and this is readily seen from the lower panel of Fig. 1 . In the upper-left panel of The probabilities of transitions between words during the recall process approach steady asymptotes for T → ∞. In the upper-right panel of Fig. 3, I show the asymptotic values of p(+1) (i.e. of the sequential transition probability) as functions of the number N of short and long words in the vocabulary. While both curves decrease, the short-word curve lies always above the long-word curve. This, too, replicates the experiments -the lower panel of Fig. 1 -where the probability that a word is recalled sequentially decreases with its length.
The lower left panel of Fig. 3 shows the values of the average recall probabilities for short and long words, plotted as functions of T , for two representative values of N . Increasing N while keeping T fixed decreases both probabilities, but their comparative magnitudes remain in the same order, i.e., long words are systematically easier to recall. This is just another of the observations we made from experimental data, discernible in the upper left panel of large T , and this is the value plotted in the figure (normalized by the number of words in the lists, which is 2N ). The mean lag for short words is always longer, precisely as we had found in the upper right panel of Fig. 1 .
We may conclude that, in spite of the model's simplicity, its agreement with the experimental data is substantial.
We can also grasp intuitively, in terms of polysemy, why sequential transitions are favored for short words. Since each short word we present has multiple meanings, the system is likely to give it the meaning closest at hand, which depends on the system's current position -8 mostly, on the last word presented. A short-word memory tends therefore to cluster with the word-memory that precedes it; this enhances the sequential recall of a short word, whether it is preceded by a long word or by another short word.
The enhancement of backward contiguous transitions is less relevant for two reasons: first, because a word only clusters with the word that follows if that word is a short word, which makes the effect at τ = −1 smaller than the effect at τ = +1; second, because the backward contiguous recall of short and long words are enhanced to the same extent whenever they are followed by a short word, i.e., the effect acts equally on words of different length.
IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A. Hermeneutic irreversibility
The first conceptual result of the above is a new way of understanding the observed asymmetry of recall data with respect to the direction of time during the presentation process, that is, the asymmetry of the distribution in the lower panel of Fig. 1 around
Suppose that all words were monosemous. The retrieval process would then be independent on the system's history during presentation, and would only depend on the structure of the list. The distribution of transition probabilities could then be calculated from first principles and would be p(τ ) =
, where M is the length of the lists. This is completely invariant under the reversal operation τ → −τ .
Therefore, if we used an ideal language in which all words have a single meaning, our verbal memory would be invariant under the inversion of the time arrow, and the plot in the lower panel of Fig. 1 would be perfectly symmetric. By introducing some degree of polysemy, we force the receiver of verbal input to choose one of many possible understandings, and this process is intrinsically irreversible.
Semantic ambiguities are thus found to play the same role that the multiplicity of microscopic configurations plays in thermodynamics. A thermodynamic system can behave irreversibly because each of its macroscopic states can correspond to multiple microscopic configurations. In our model, words function as "macroscopic" observables, meanings as "microscopically" defined states.
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The psychological interpretation of this finding is clear. During a purely receptive task the intensity of time's flow is proportional to our hermeneutic freedom. The relationship between polysemy and irreversibility may be understood as implementing a principle of least effort (Zipf, 1949) : we don't need to remember the chronology where it does not play a role in determining the meaning of events.
B. The sequential peak
In experiments, the asymmetry parameter η = P (forward) − P (backward) has the value η = 0.1 if contiguous transitions (τ = ±1) are counted in, andη = −0.05 if they are excluded. The same qualitative behavior is found in simulations, e.g. for N = 3 we find η = 0.01 andη = −0.003. Hence, ignoring contiguous transitions is enough to eliminate the forward asymmetry completely, both in simulations and experiments, leaving in fact a slight degree of backward asymmetry.
Thus, information on the chronology is stored almost entirely in the sequential peak (the peak in transition probabilities corresponding to τ = +1).
All conscious observation of a polysemous sensorial input may be modeled similarly, and forward asymmetry will arise likewise. We expect therefore that, when we are paying attention to consecutive events, the corresponding memories will be stored in such a way that the chronological order is the most probable order of recall. We will refer to this fact as "sequentiality".
C. Fragmentation of the lists
Suppose that a logical discourse, e.g. a narrative, is interrupted abruptly and immediately followed by a random word. Instinctively, we will try to fit the meaning of the word into the ongoing narrative.
Our ease in doing so will depend on the particular word. Short words allow for a wider semantic choice, so they are easier to fit into an existing narrative, while long words have fixed meanings, probably difficult to graft coherently into the current narrative. With a long word, therefore, our mind perceives a "change of scenery", and assumes that a new narrative is beginning. (For more on this argument, see Fumarola, 2016) .
This is precisely what we found to happen within the model. Since p(1, λ) is a decreasing function of λ, episodic memory will break each list into multiple "narratives", and long words will tend to correspond to the points of fragmentation of the list.
The probability peak at τ = 1 tends to guide the recall process through each narrative from start to finish. Then it surrenders the command back to free association, allowing associative mechanisms to decide which narrative will be recalled next.
D. Retrieving accurate chronologies
It is not completely obvious that sequentiality is the optimal way to preserve chronological information. After all, even where information was stored sequentially, the retrieval process has a finite probability of occurring in non-chronological orders.
Moreover, even without the peak, the system may still be able to assess in what order the events occurred -through some computation on the probability landscape encountered in the region of semantic space where the presentation procedure has taken place.
If the chronological order is the "most" probable, however, the system has a particularly simple way of singling it out with arbitrary accuracy. It is sufficient to re-explore the same contextual area a large number of times, and choose the ordering of memories that has been experienced most often during this re-exploration.
The more strictly "sequential" our memory storage is (i.e. the larger p(+1) ), the less time we will take to perform the iterative sampling needed to establish a chronology with arbitrary accuracy. This procedure may act as a probabilistic version of the long-term enhancement of the principal eigenvector that plays a similar role in neural networks.
E. Optimal sequentiality
A final question (whose answer I will merely sketch) is what determines the precise height of the sequential peak.
If the sequential peak is too low, the number of iterations needed to find the most probable ordering will become large, and the iterative sampling procedure slow. Devoting more than a fraction of a second to ordering any sequence of past events may be impractical.
If, on the contrary, the sequential peak is too high, all associative retrieval of a memory will be blocked. That follows from the normalization of probabilities. When a memory can only be accessed chronologically, it is consequently not available for associative reasoningcomparisons, deductions -and becomes useless for most conceivable purposes.
Thus, sequentiality and retrievability are in conflict and a trade-off between the two requirements is necessary. A memory must stay available for associative reasoning, and yet its chronology needs to be trackable through iterative sampling. From these two constraints, the optimal value of the p(τ = +1) is determined.
This optimization process will depend on the use we make of a given memory. Some memories are meaningless without their chronology, others are just as useful without. We have seen here an example of this. After splitting a word list into separate narratives, our model adheres to the policy that the chronology of events within a narrative is more important than the ordering of the various narratives, and it stores memories accordingly.
If the links in the contextual graph can be created and destroyed over time, the optimization process will be dynamical. The degree of sequentiality of a memory may decrease over time or stay constant. Of course it can be ruled out, statistically, that it will increase back toward its original value. Chronological information obeys the entropic principle, and if we call T I.S. the time that iterative sampling needs to provides the correct chronology for a set of memories, we may write
A memory that hasn't yet been overwritten by the time it loses its chronology is, by definition, no longer episodic and de facto transitioning into long-term memory.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The existence of a polysemy effect in free recall has been proven through the analysis of data from the experiments of Lohnas et al. (2015) and Healey and Kahana (2016) .
Three word-length features were observed: (1) the average distance between the serial positions of consecutively recalled words is an increasing function of the second word's length;
(2) the recall of words in the order in which they were presented is more likely to occur for shorter words; (3) longer words are easier to recall than shorter words from the same list.
The well-documented fact that shorter words have a larger number of meanings allowed to build a simple model for these phenomena. Within the model, long words are easier to recall because their single meaning is more easily accessible during the retrieval process.
Short words are distributed more widely in semantic space, and the meaning we assign to them during presentation is accordingly harder to retrieve.
Our ability to choose among various meanings results also in a higher probability to recall words in the order in which they were presented. This is analogous to the mechanism that makes macroscopic motion irreversible in thermodynamics. Short words, having a larger number of meanings, exhibit this tendency toward sequential recall to a greater degree.
The probability peak at sequential transitions has a crucial cognitive function. It allows to reconstruct the chronology of past events, which would otherwise be lost. This could be done with arbitrary accuracy through a process of iterative sampling, by exploring multiple times the region of semantic space where the memories are stored, and by choosing the ordering that occurs most often. The sequential peak, however, must not be too high or it would hinder associative operations.
Future experimental work may provide a much better understanding of the polysemy effect. For instance, we have argued that the polysemy effect has no direct connection to the phonology or duration of words. Experiments with words that are outliers in the polysemy/word-length scatter plot would provide a definitive test of this assumption.
The concept of orthographic neighborhood (on which experiments have been carried out by Jalbert et al., 2011) grades almost continuously into the notion of polysemy. Words with a large orthographic neighborhood, therefore, may behave just like polysemous words where sequentiality is concerned. This, too, should be the object of further study.
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